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Supporting Information Text13

1. Additional Information14

A. Stance Questions. Participants’ stance measurement consisted of nine questions, which we report below in the same order15

in which they were asked, together with the alias used to reference them in Fig.3 and Tab. S2.16

A.1. General Views about Government Redistribution. First, we asked a general question about attitudes towards redistribution17

(Question 1); its formulation was adapted from the General Social Survey (http://www.gss.norc.org/; GSS).18

Q1. govred. Some people think that the government in Washington ought to reduce the income differences between19

the rich and the poor, perhaps by raising the taxes of wealthy families or by giving income assistance to the poor.20

Others think that the government should not concern itself with reducing this income difference between the rich21

and the poor.22

What score between 1 and 7 comes closer to the way you feel about government redistribution?23

A score of 1 means that the government should not concern itself with reducing income differences.24

A score of 7 means that the government ought to reduce the income differences between rich and poor.25

A.2. Views About Specific Policies. Then, on a separate page, we asked eight questions about increasing or decreasing different26

programs (Questions 2-9); the formulation of Questions 2-7 was adapted from (author?) (1), and we added Questions 8-927

using the same format. Questions 2-9 required an answer on a categorical scale, however, the exact wording of the categories28

depended on the question and may be one of the following (see squared brackets after the text of question).29

A. ’Significantly decreased’, ’Moderately decreased’, ’Slightly decreased’, ’Left as is’, ’Slightly increased’, ’Moderately30

increased’, ’Significantly increased’.31

B. ’Significantly decreased’, ’Moderately decreased’, ’Slightly decreased’, ’Stay the same’, ’Slightly increased’, ’Moderately32

increased’, ’Significantly increased’.33

C. ’Significantly decrease’, ’Moderately decrease’, ’Slightly decrease’, ’Keep at current level’, ’Slightly increase’, ’Moderately34

increase’, ’Significantly increase’.35

Q2. estatetax. The federal estate tax is a tax imposed on the transfer of wealth from a deceased person to his or her heirs. Do36

you think the federal estate tax should be decreased, left as is or increased? [A]37

Q3. millionaires. As you may know, there have been proposals recently to decrease the federal deficit by raising income taxes38

on millionaires. Do you think income taxes on millionaires should be increased, stay the same or decreased? [B]39

Q4. aidpoor. Should the federal government increase or decrease spending on aid to the poor? [C]40

Q5. minimalwage. The federal minimum wage is currently $7.25 per hour. Do you think it should be decreased, stay the same41

or increased? [B]42

Q6. publichousing. Should the federal government increase or decrease its spending on public housing for low income families?43

[C]44

Q7. foodstamps. Food stamps provide financial assistance for food purchasing to families and individuals with low or no45

income. Should the federal government increase or decrease its spending on food stamps? [C]46

Q8. publicedu. Should the federal government increase or decrease spending on public education? [C]47

Q9. healthcare. Should the federal government increase or decrease spending on public health care coverage (e.g., Medicaid,48

Medicare)? [C]49

A.3. Analysis of Individual Stance Questions. Our aggregated stance measure is the sum of all answers to the individual stance50

questions (S[−27; +27]; Fig. S1). In order to be meaningful, people’s answers need to be consistent across all questions. Fig. S251

shows that this is indeed the case. To begin with, answers to all the individual questions are highly correlated with each other52

(panel A). Second, principal component analysis shows that the first component captures most of the variance: the elbow of53

the curve in the scree plot is found right after the first component (panel B). Furthermore, the biplot in the inset of panel B54

shows that all observations are close to each other, and that all question vectors are of similar length and point in the same55

direction (slightly less so for the estate tax). Third, exploratory factor analysis reveals that a single latent variable is a good56

model for the observable variables (panel C).57
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Fig. S1. Average update for all individual stance questions. The update is asymmetric in favor of redistribution. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
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Fig. S2. Analysis of individual stance questions. A. Correlation matrix. B. Principal component analysis: scree plot and biplot in inset. C. Factor analysis: visual
representation of loadings for one latent variable.

A.4. Attitude Extremity and Strength. Attitude’s strength describes “the extent to which an attitude is consequential in shaping58

thinking and action across situations” (2). Our stance measure is technically a measure of attitude’s extremity, which is a59

central dimension of attitude’s strength, but by all means not the only one. Features like attitude’s importance, accessibility,60

and certainty are related to extremity, but conceptually distinct (3). For instance, someone who sleeps only one night in a61

hotel and is disturbed by the noise of the ventilator might have an extremely negative opinion with little certainty (“maybe in62

another room it would have been different...”); likewise, she might deem judging the comfort of that particular hotel of little63

importance. Unlike hotel ratings, the topic of inequality and redistribution is central in the political discussion in the US and64

very present in the media nowadays, which heightens its accessibility. Therefore, given the contentious nature of the topic,65

we take our stance extremity measure as a good approximation of attitude strength in general. Indeed, several works found66

that holding an extreme opinion with little certainty or importance is uncommon (4–6), however sometimes correlations of67

extremity with other strength-related variables can be small (7).68

B. Focal Survey. Here, we report about the answers to the focal survey questions on political leaning (Fig. S3) and perception69

about inequality in the US (Fig. S4).70

Fig. S3A shows that, in our sample, Democrats and Republicans follow US politics similarly, while independents report a71

significant lower level of attention. Fig. S3B shows the distribution of self-identified party affiliations, which is consistent with72

the distribution of self-identification along the liberal vs conservative values scale in Fig. S3C. The majority of Republicans in our73

sample supported Donald Trump in the 2016 elections, while the majority of Democrats supported Hillary Clinton (Fig. S3D);74

however, support for several other candidates was expressed, i.e., Sanders for Democrats and Johnson for independents75

(Fig. S3E).76

Fig. S4A shows the distribution of perception of socio-economic inequality as a problem in the US. For a narrow majority of77

Republicans (54%), inequality is a small problem or not a problem at all, whereas only a tiny fraction of Democrats holds the78

same views (4%); on the contrary, the vast majority of Democrats think that inequality is a serious or very serious problem79

(76%). Independents’ views are more heterogeneous, with the majority of them seeing inequality as a serious or a very serious80

problem (46%). When it comes to the roots of socio-economic inequality in the US, Democrats and Republicans disagree81

starkly (Fig. S4B and aggregates in C). Democrats believe that political factors—such as policies against labor unions and82

discrimination against minorities—played a major role, whereas Republicans stress the importance of personal factors—such83

as talent and work attitude. Interestingly, luck, in the form of the family one is born into, is generally acknowledged as a84

key factor, but more so for Democrats. Independents tend to hold a middle-ground position between the Democratic and85

Republican views across all factors.86
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Fig. S3. Focal survey answers to questions about participants’ political leaning. Sub-panels show counts over available options. A. How closely participants follow US
politics (1-7; higher values more closely). B. Self-identification with Republican and Democrat parties (1-7; 1=strong Democrat, 7=strong Republican). C. Self-identification with
liberal and conservative values (1-7, 1=strongly liberal, 7=strongly conservative). D. Candidate supported in 2016 elections. E. Open-ended answers for “Other” candidate
supported in 2016 elections. Insets show averages by party, R=Republican, I=Independent, D=Democrat based on answers in sub-panel B; error bars = 95% CI.
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Fig. S4. Focal survey answers to questions about inequality perception in the US. A. How big of a problem is socio-economic inequality in the US. B. Agreement with a
series of statements describing the roots of socio-economic inequalities in the US (1-7; higher values indicate higher agreement); full text of statements in Sec. B. C. Aggregated
averages to the questions in sub-panel B by self-identified party; Rep=Republican, Ind=Independent, Dem=Democrat. Error bars = 95% CI.
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C. Experimental Protocol.87

C.1. Informed Consent Procedures. Upon accepting the task on Amazon Mechanical Turk, participants would be shown the consent88

page and had the opportunity to withdraw from the study immediately or at any later point with no penalty. The full consent89

form is available online: https://osf.io/pbvh5/?view_only=4f59af9f5bfb4e29aff2262dfa8aa66d.90

C.2. Attention Confirmation. Right after the survey page about redistributive policies and before the interaction part of our survey,91

we implemented a attention confirmation question, as in (author?) (8). The question aims to raise the attention of the92

respondent for what comes next in the survey (i.e., the interaction part). Below is the full text, adapted from (author?) (8).93

Before proceeding to the next set of questions, we want to ask for your feedback about the responses you provided94

so far.95

96

It is vital to our study that we only include responses from people who devoted their full attention to this study.97

This will not affect in any way the payment you will receive for taking this survey.98

99

In your honest opinion, should we use your responses, or should we discard your responses since you did not devote100

your full attention to the questions so far? (Please answer)101

102

[Yes, I have devoted full attention to the questions so far and I think you should use my responses for your study,103

No, I have not devoted full attention to the questions so far and I think you should not use my responses for your104

study]105

C.3. Essay Collection. Our Phase 1 database contained 158 profiles, which originated from past respondents who performed a106

similar survey and were asked to write a short essay about redistribution by the government. The instructions for this essay107

were tested in a smaller pilot (N=35) and then finalized in the main survey (N=123); both versions are reported in Tab. S1108

and were loosely inspired by the instructions in Ref. (9).109

PILOT VERSION (N=35)

Now, we’d like you to describe your views in your own words in the form below.

Imagine that you are explaining to a friend how wealth redistribution by the government works. How does it work? Strive to take
into consideration the effects of wealth redistribution on the whole society. What are the pros and cons? Do you have a personal
note to add? Feel free to personalize your essay describing how policies for wealth redistribution might impact your life or the
life of somebody you know.

Please take your time, as we expect you to carefully explain your views.

FINAL VERSION (N=123)

Now, we’d like you to justify your views in your own words in the form below.

Imagine that you are talking to a friend about wealth redistribution by the government. Why is your view correct? Why should
your friend believe you? Try to explain the costs and benefits of wealth redistribution on the whole of society and also how it
might impact your life or the life of somebody you know.

Please take your time, as we expect you to carefully justify your views.

Table S1. Text of the writing task. Line breaks, italic and bold font as in survey.

The essays needed to be at least 250 words long and respondents had no time limit when creating them. The median110

number of words per essay is 273, the mean 302, and the max 812; the median time to complete it is 11.5 minutes, the mean111

14.7 minutes, the max 2 hours and 13 minutes, and the min 14 seconds (if a person disconnected, composed the essay offline,112

and then reconnected to upload it, the time spent offline was not counted). The distributions of time and words are shown in113

Fig. S5.114
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Fig. S5. Essay statistics. A. Number of words per essay; 250 was required minimum. B. Time to complete essay; note: (i) reconnections reset the time to zero, and (ii) we
cannot distinguish between active and idle time.
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C.4. Sampling Protocol. We recruited a total of 1252 respondents from the labor market Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). We115

required all respondents to be from the United States. Furthermore, given that the population of workers on AMT is known to116

be more liberal (10), we oversampled conservative respondents via the AMT API. For every session, we aimed to collect at117

least 60% of respondents who previously declared themselves to be politically conservative. This allowed us to obtain enough118

variation on the views about government redistribution across both sides of the stance spectrum.119

C.5. Matching Protocol. After obtaining the first measurement of the stance S[−27; +27] towards redistribution, every respondent120

is categorized into one of the four cells in Tab. S2:121

Strongly Against Mildly Against Mildly in Favor Strongly in Favor
S ≥ −12 −12 < S ≤ 0 0 < S ≤ 12 S > 12

Table S2. Stance S categories. Neutral stance respondents (stance=0) are assigned to the mildly against category for balancing purposes.

Since we cannot control the stance of a person, the total number of respondents in each cell might differ (see Fig. 2 of main122

text). However, within each cell, we balance the assignment of the matched partners according to a 2x2 design crossing stance123

agreement and non-political similarity. Namely, within each cell of Tab. S2 we operationalize four nested cells, as described in124

Tab. S3:125

Non-Political Similarity
Stance Agreement Agreement, Low Agreement, High

Disagreement, Low Disagreement, High
Table S3. Match categories. 2x2 balanced design for partner assignment within each cell in Tab. S2

Non-focal similarity. We measure the non-focal (i.e., non-political) similarity between two respondents as a weighted sum of all126

common answers to the non-focal survey. A list with all the questions categories is available in the anonymous timestamped127

repository used in the preregistration: https://osf.io/pbvh5/?view_only=4f59af9f5bfb4e29aff2262dfa8aa66d, and the full list of128

question is available is Sec. A. In line with the evidence that people’s rare common interests have special bonding power (11),129

answers are weighted based on how common a match to any given question is plausibly expected to be. For instance, eye130

color is rated lower than favorite actor, and hazel eye color is weighted higher than brown eye color.∗ To take into account131

typos and different spellings, we used fuzzy logic to matched answers to open-ended questions. For instance, “Portland Trail132

Blazers” would match words such as “Trailblazers” and “Portland Blazers” and so forth. Location and Zip/Postal code—when133

provided—are not used to compute the similarity score for privacy reasons. Full details about the weights are available in the134

anonymous timestamped repository used in the preregistration: https://osf.io/7ghnj/?view_only=4f59af9f5bfb4e29aff2262dfa8aa66d135

The non-political similarity score is 0 for two individuals who do not have a single answer in common and it grows136

proportionally to the number of common answers. In our sample, the minimum similarity score was 62, the mean 432.3, and137

the max 795. We defined two individuals to have low non-political similarity if their compound score is below 300 points, vice138

versa a similarity score above 600 points is considered of high-similarity. We strove to match individuals only within these two139

categories, however it was not always possible, and in this case we returned the next available best match (see Fig. S6).140

∗The resulting weights are arbitrary, but we composed them before looking at any data.
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Fig. S6. Distribution of non-focal similarity scores.

Limit to Number of Matches. Every profile could be matched with at most 35 survey respondents.† After cleaning the data, no141

profile was matched with more than 28 respondents, and the final distribution of matches is shown in Fig. S7.142
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Fig. S7. Distribution of matches per profile.

C.6. Profile Page. The profile page displays information about a match based on the common answers to the non-focal survey. It143

consists of a large header displaying the initial of the first name and the US state of residence, followed by a 0-100 number144

corresponding to the rank similarity of the match with the respondent.145

Immediately under the header, a first-person computer generated description of the match lists all the shared features146

between match and respondent. Lastly, the profile may include a quirky fact about the match (if any was provided). Below, we147

report an example of a full profile with high similarity to a fictitious respondent:148

†We deviated from the preregistered protocol and raised this limit from 15 to 35 to ensure that most of respondents would fall either in the category High (> 600) or in the category Low similarity(< 300).
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Demographics149

I am Asian.150

I have brown eyes, and I am right handed.151

I am an atheist.152

Family153

I am single, I have no children, and I have two siblings.154

My parents divorced.155

I went to college.156

I have friends in the LGBT community.157

Finance158

I managed to elevate my socio-economic status compared to my childhood.159

Personality160

I enjoy taking part in competitions and prove my skills, and I am very careful to details, I consider myself a161

perfectionist.162

Taking care of the body is important for me.163

I am not a confrontational person.164

I am fascinated by technological progress, and, I know that some people will think that it is silly, but sometimes I165

like to believe that fantastic creatures like fairies, gnomes and the like are real.166

Behavior167

I have read that more and more people have problems giving away things they do not really need or use any more,168

but not me!169

I am not that type of person that sends back food at the restaurant if I don’t like it.170

I never read horoscopes or similar silly things.171

Favorite Color, Food, and Vacation172

My favorite color is blue.173

My dream country for a vacation is Japan.174

My favorite food is Japanese, I like my food spicy, but not too much.175

Things I Do176

If I use social media? I am a somewhat active user.177

I don’t smoke.178

I go dancing, but only sometimes.179

Things I like180

I like to play video games.181

A Quirk or Interesting Fact About Me182

I was the first of my family to attend and graduate from a university.183

184

D. Sample Statistics. We collected 1252 observations and, following our preregistered criteria, we excluded:‡185

• 179 respondents for spending too little time to read the profile or the essay of their match;186

• 52 respondents for writing nonsensical text in the feedback form;187

• 13 respondents who declared that they did not pay attention to the survey questions;188

• 2 respondents for straightlining in at least two of the following survey blocks: causes of inequality, hobbies (“No” answers189

only), and policies for inequality (both before and after the treatment).§190

After cleaning the dataset, there were 1068 remaining valid responses for which we report the following descriptive statistics.191

Gender. Our sample is slightly more female (51%) and includes two respondents who self-identifies as “genderfluid” and “non192

binary” (Fig S8A).193

Education. The majority (67%) of our sample is at least college educated—in line with US rates—while only 3 respondents194

did not finish high-school (Fig S8B).195

Race. Respondents in our sample are predominantly White (85%), African Americans being the largest minority (7%),196

followed by Latino (5%), Asian (4%), American Indian (2%), Pacific Islander (0.2%), and Native Hawaiian (0.1%). The sum197

overflows 100% because respondents were allowed to select all races they self-identified with: 4% selected 2 races, 0.5% selected198

3 races (Fig S8C).199

‡Some respondents were flagged for multiple criteria
§Unambiguously detecting straightlining in other survey blocks is not possible given the different format of the questions in those blocks.
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Age. The median age in our sample is 40, which is slightly higher than the US median age (however, we require all respondents200

to be at least 18 years old to participate). The first quartile-split is at 32 years, the third quartile split is 51 years, and the max201

age is 81 years (Fig S8D).202

Residence State. Our sample spreads across 48 states and the District of Columbia (Fig S8E). The distribution of respondents203

roughly follows US states’ population. In fact, most of our respondents are from the populous states of California, Texas, and204

Florida, while we could not collect any valid response from North Dakota and Wyoming (we eliminated one response from205

North Dakota after cleaning).206

Income. The median income in our sample is $40,000 USD, which is below the US median income, but it is to be expected in207

an online labor market such as MTurk. However, high-earners are not missing, as 10% of our sample reports an income of 100208

thousand US dollars or more (Fig S8F).209

Urbanicity. Finally, 27% of our sample lives in rural areas, which is a bit higher than US average (Fig S8G).210
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Fig. S8. Sample statistics. A. Gender. B. Maximum education level attained. C. Self-identified race (multiple responses allowed). D. Age. E. Current state. F. Income. G.
Urbanicity.
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E. Statistical Analysis for Stance Update and Closeness. We ran a number of linear mixed models (LMM) to predict the211

stance update after the interaction. We used the match id as random effect to control for the fact that the same profile could212

be matched with more survey respondents (see Sec. C.5). We ran all multilevel regressions using the lme4 package version213

4.1.1-21 (12) in R version 3.6.0 (13).214

We have already reported the key results of these regressions in the main text, but here we highlight some additional215

findings:216

• None of the preregistered controls is significant without including the initial stance and/or the match type (Tab. S4). If217

so, the party affiliation becomes significant (p < 0.05) and income becomes marginally significant (p < 0.1).218

• When we take into account the directional stance—i.e., more in favor and more against instead of in favor and against—the219

coefficients of the interactions of both closeness measures grow larger in size (Tab. S19; p < 0.001). This might indicate a220

substantial effect of closeness for same-stance interactions.221

• Tab. S5 shows that neither experienced and nor expected closeness alone is significant in predicting the stance update.222

This is because of cross-over interactions with the two opposite stances. However, the stance distance is significant223

(p < 0.05) and positive, reflecting the overall positive shift in favor of redistribution after the interaction. When controls224

are added (Tab. S6), experienced closeness becomes significant (p < 0.05), while expected closeness is not. This might225

indicate that, after controlling for the match type, respondents evaluate the past interaction more positively in case they226

become more in favor of redistribution.227

• Tab. S15 tests the interactions with discrete stance categories: Strongly Against, Mildly Against, Mildly in Favor, and228

Strongly in Favor (see Sec. C.5). All signs are in the expected direction, and we find some significant effects, mainly when229

a person is interacting with a match with opposite views, as also confirmed by the results in Tab. S17. However, the230

effects become stronger when we include the directional stance—i.e., more in favor instead of just in favor (Tab. S19).231
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
(Intercept) 0.22 0.17 −0.98+

(0.49) (0.49) (0.53)
Gender Male −0.18 −0.18 −0.18

(0.20) (0.20) (0.19)
Gender Other 0.78 0.68 0.23

(2.20) (2.20) (2.17)
Income −0.00 −0.00+ −0.00+

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Social Media Use: Rare 0.59 0.63 0.67

(0.45) (0.45) (0.45)
Social Media Use: Somewhat Active 0.25 0.30 0.32

(0.43) (0.43) (0.42)
Social Media Use: Very Active 0.30 0.38 0.34

(0.45) (0.46) (0.45)
Match Believed Real 0.22 0.24 0.23

(0.25) (0.25) (0.24)
Party Independent 0.27 0.36 0.32

(0.27) (0.28) (0.28)
Party Democrat 0.33 0.56∗ 0.52∗

(0.22) (0.27) (0.27)
Initial Stance −0.01 −0.02

(0.01) (0.01)
Match Type: Against→ in Favor 1.83∗∗∗

(0.35)
Match Type: in Favor→ in Favor 1.90∗∗∗

(0.40)
Match Type: in Favor→ Against 0.13

(0.38)
AIC 5492.08 5499.33 5458.13
BIC 5551.77 5563.99 5537.71
Log Likelihood -2734.04 -2736.67 -2713.07
Num. obs. 1068 1068 1068
Num. groups: matchId 146 146 146
Var: matchId (Intercept) 1.18 1.21 0.31
Var: Residual 8.99 8.97 9.05
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05, +p < 0.1

Table S4. Multilevel regression predicting stance update with match-id as random effect. Controls only.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
(Intercept) 0.65∗∗∗ 0.15 0.39 0.65∗∗∗

(0.15) (0.29) (0.36) (0.13)
Scaled Similarity Score −0.06

(0.14)
Experienced Closeness 0.10

(0.05)
Expected Closeness 0.05

(0.07)
Match Stance Distance 0.02∗∗∗

(0.01)
AIC 5473.69 5467.77 5474.73 5466.43
BIC 5493.58 5487.66 5494.63 5486.32
Log Likelihood -2732.84 -2729.89 -2733.37 -2729.21
Num. obs. 1068 1067 1068 1068
Num. groups: matchId 146 146 146 146
Var: matchId (Intercept) 1.19 1.18 1.20 0.73
Var: Residual 9.00 8.98 8.99 9.10
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05

Table S5. Multilevel regression predicting stance update with match-id as random effect. Similarity score, expected closeness, experienced
closeness, and match stance distance.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

(Intercept) −0.98+ −1.52∗ −1.20∗ −0.74
(0.54) (0.60) (0.61) (0.55)

Scaled Similarity Score −0.03
(0.11)

Experienced Closeness 0.12∗

(0.06)
Expected Closeness 0.05

(0.07)
Match Stance Distance 0.03∗

(0.02)
Gender: Male −0.17 −0.15 −0.17 −0.18

(0.19) (0.19) (0.19) (0.19)
Gender: Other 0.24 0.37 0.22 0.22

(2.17) (2.17) (2.17) (2.17)
Income −0.00+ −0.00+ −0.00+ −0.00+

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Social Media Use: Rare 0.67 0.69 0.67 0.70

(0.45) (0.45) (0.45) (0.45)
Social Media Use: Somewhat Active 0.32 0.30 0.31 0.35

(0.42) (0.42) (0.42) (0.42)
Social Media Use: Very Active 0.34 0.32 0.32 0.38

(0.45) (0.45) (0.45) (0.45)
Match Believed Real 0.23 0.16 0.21 0.23

(0.24) (0.25) (0.25) (0.24)
Party: Independent 0.32 0.35 0.34 0.31

(0.28) (0.28) (0.28) (0.28)
Party: Democrat 0.52∗ 0.55∗ 0.53∗ 0.54∗

(0.27) (0.27) (0.27) (0.27)
Initial Stance −0.02 −0.02 −0.02 0.02

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02)
Match Type: Against→ in Favor 1.82∗∗∗ 2.03∗∗∗ 1.83∗∗∗ 1.12∗

(0.35) (0.36) (0.35) (0.49)
Match Type: in Favor→ in Favor 1.90∗∗∗ 1.87∗∗∗ 1.89∗∗∗ 1.21∗

(0.40) (0.40) (0.40) (0.52)
Match Type: in Favor→ Against 0.13 0.23 0.12 0.15

(0.38) (0.38) (0.38) (0.38)
AIC 5462.67 5455.41 5463.18 5462.45
BIC 5547.22 5539.94 5547.73 5547.00
Log Likelihood -2714.33 -2710.70 -2714.59 -2714.23
Num. obs. 1068 1067 1068 1068
Num. groups: matchId 146 146 146 146
Var: matchId (Intercept) 0.32 0.33 0.32 0.29
Var: Residual 9.05 9.02 9.05 9.04
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05, +p < 0.1

Table S6. Multilevel regression predicting stance update with match-id as random effect. Similarity score, expected closeness, experienced
closeness, and match stance distance. Controls added.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
(Intercept) 0.65∗∗∗ 0.64∗∗ 0.75∗∗ 1.96∗∗∗

(0.15) (0.22) (0.28) (0.09)
Scaled Similarity Score −0.06

(0.14)
Experienced Closeness 0.28∗∗∗

(0.04)
Expected Closeness 0.24∗∗∗

(0.05)
Match Stance Distance 0.00

(0.00)
AIC 5473.69 5013.03 5037.11 5061.52
BIC 5493.58 5032.92 5057.01 5081.41
Log Likelihood -2732.84 -2502.51 -2514.56 -2526.76
Num. obs. 1068 1067 1068 1068
Num. groups: matchId 146 146 146 146
Var: matchId (Intercept) 1.19 0.10 0.11 0.09
Var: Residual 9.00 6.25 6.36 6.50
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05

Table S7. Multilevel regression predicting the absolute value of the stance update with match-id as random effect. Similarity score, expected
closeness, experienced closeness, and match stance distance.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
(Intercept) 0.57 −0.84 −0.33 0.60

(0.44) (0.49) (0.50) (0.45)
Scaled Similarity Score 0.06

(0.08)
Experienced Closeness 0.30∗∗∗

(0.05)
Expected Closeness 0.20∗∗∗

(0.05)
Match Stance Distance 0.00

(0.01)
Gender: Male −0.12 −0.06 −0.08 −0.12

(0.16) (0.16) (0.16) (0.16)
Gender: Other −0.19 0.17 −0.27 −0.19

(1.81) (1.78) (1.79) (1.81)
Income 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Social Media Use: Rare 0.21 0.27 0.20 0.21

(0.37) (0.37) (0.37) (0.37)
Social Media Use: Somewhat Active 0.26 0.21 0.23 0.27

(0.35) (0.35) (0.35) (0.35)
Social Media Use: Very Active 0.30 0.24 0.21 0.31

(0.38) (0.37) (0.37) (0.38)
Match Believed Real 0.51∗ 0.31 0.41∗ 0.50∗

(0.20) (0.20) (0.20) (0.20)
Party: Independent −0.23 −0.15 −0.16 −0.23

(0.23) (0.23) (0.23) (0.23)
Party: Democrat −0.41 −0.32 −0.36 −0.41

(0.22) (0.22) (0.22) (0.22)
Initial Stance −0.03∗ −0.03∗ −0.03∗∗ −0.03

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02)
Match Type: Against→ in Favor 0.48 0.99∗∗∗ 0.50 0.42

(0.28) (0.29) (0.28) (0.38)
Match Type: in Favor→ in Favor 1.63∗∗∗ 1.56∗∗∗ 1.59∗∗∗ 1.57∗∗∗

(0.32) (0.32) (0.32) (0.41)
Match Type: in Favor→ Against 1.37∗∗∗ 1.62∗∗∗ 1.31∗∗∗ 1.37∗∗∗

(0.32) (0.31) (0.31) (0.32)
AIC 5070.59 5030.39 5057.98 5074.86
BIC 5155.14 5114.92 5142.53 5159.41
Log Likelihood -2518.29 -2498.19 -2511.99 -2520.43
Num. obs. 1068 1067 1068 1068
Num. groups: matchId 146 146 146 146
Var: matchId (Intercept) 0.06 0.08 0.07 0.06
Var: Residual 6.36 6.13 6.28 6.36
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05

Table S8. Multilevel regression predicting the absolute value of the stance update with match-id as random effect. Similarity score, expected
closeness, experienced closeness, and match stance distance. Controls added.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
(Intercept) 0.32∗∗ 0.13 0.39 0.24

(0.12) (0.27) (0.35) (0.14)
Scaled Similarity Score −0.16

(0.12)
Match Stance 0.07∗∗∗ −0.04 −0.03 0.07∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.02) (0.03) (0.01)
Scaled Similarity Score x Match Stance 0.00

(0.01)
Experienced Closeness 0.03

(0.05)
Experienced Closeness x Match Stance 0.02∗∗∗

(0.00)
Expected Closeness −0.02

(0.07)
Expected Closeness x Match Stance 0.02∗∗∗

(0.01)
Match Stance Distance −0.00

(0.01)
Match Stance Distance x Match Stance 0.00

(0.00)
AIC 5446.16 5413.65 5436.12 5458.92
BIC 5476.01 5443.48 5465.96 5488.76
Log Likelihood -2717.08 -2700.82 -2712.06 -2723.46
Num. obs. 1068 1067 1068 1068
Num. groups: matchId 146 146 146 146
Var: matchId (Intercept) 0.34 0.37 0.43 0.33
Var: Residual 9.07 8.78 8.90 9.08
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05

Table S9. Multilevel regression predicting stance update with match-id as random effect and interactions with match stance value. Similarity
score, expected closeness, experienced closeness, and match stance distance.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
(Intercept) −0.70 −1.06 −0.82 −0.74

(0.55) (0.61) (0.62) (0.54)
Scaled Similarity Score −0.09

(0.12)
Scaled Similarity Score x Match Stance 0.00

(0.01)
Experienced Closeness 0.06

(0.06)
Experienced Closeness x Match Stance 0.03∗∗∗

(0.00)
Expected Closeness −0.01

(0.07)
Expected Closeness x Match Stance 0.02∗∗∗

(0.01)
Match Stance Distance 0.02

(0.01)
Match Stance Distance x Match Stance 0.00

(0.00)
Match Stance 0.04∗ −0.10∗∗∗ −0.07∗ 0.02

(0.02) (0.03) (0.03) (0.02)
Gender: Male −0.18 −0.21 −0.18 −0.18

(0.19) (0.19) (0.19) (0.19)
Gender: Other 0.21 0.52 0.26 0.21

(2.17) (2.13) (2.16) (2.17)
Income −0.00 −0.00 −0.00 −0.00

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Social Media Use: Rare 0.70 0.77 0.70 0.69

(0.45) (0.44) (0.45) (0.45)
Social Media Use: Somewhat Active 0.35 0.38 0.41 0.35

(0.42) (0.42) (0.42) (0.42)
Social Media Use: Very Active 0.38 0.40 0.39 0.37

(0.45) (0.44) (0.45) (0.45)
Match Believed Real 0.23 0.18 0.21 0.25

(0.24) (0.24) (0.24) (0.24)
Party: Independent 0.32 0.28 0.34 0.32

(0.28) (0.27) (0.27) (0.28)
Party: Democrat 0.54∗ 0.41 0.51 0.54∗

(0.27) (0.26) (0.26) (0.27)
Initial Stance −0.02 −0.03∗ −0.02

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Match Type: Against→ in Favor 1.05∗ 1.56∗∗ 1.28∗∗ 0.95

(0.50) (0.51) (0.50) (0.52)
Match Type: in Favor→ in Favor 1.13∗ 1.31∗ 1.34∗ 1.15∗

(0.53) (0.52) (0.53) (0.52)
Match Type: in Favor→ Against 0.15 0.28 0.24 0.04

(0.38) (0.37) (0.38) (0.39)
AIC 5475.99 5434.15 5464.67 5476.94
BIC 5570.48 5528.63 5559.17 5566.46
Log Likelihood -2718.99 -2698.08 -2713.34 -2720.47
Num. obs. 1068 1067 1068 1068
Num. groups: matchId 146 146 146 146
Var: matchId (Intercept) 0.30 0.35 0.34 0.26
Var: Residual 9.05 8.67 8.90 9.06
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05

Table S10. Multilevel regression predicting stance update with match-id as random effect and interactions with match stance value. Similarity
score, expected closeness, experienced closeness, and match stance distance. Controls added
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
(Intercept) 0.66∗∗∗ −0.16 0.09

(0.13) (0.28) (0.36)
Scaled Similarity Score −0.10

(0.12)
Match Stance Distance 0.02∗∗∗ −0.04∗∗∗ −0.05∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.02)
Scaled Similarity Score x Match Stance Distance 0.00

(0.01)
Experienced Closeness 0.18∗∗∗

(0.05)
Experienced Closeness x Match Stance Distance 0.02∗∗∗

(0.00)
Expected Closeness 0.12

(0.07)
Expected Closeness x Match Stance Distance 0.01∗∗∗

(0.00)
AIC 5480.33 5435.92 5465.10
BIC 5510.17 5465.76 5494.94
Log Likelihood -2734.16 -2711.96 -2726.55
Num. obs. 1068 1067 1068
Num. groups: matchId 146 146 146
Var: matchId (Intercept) 0.71 0.89 0.77
Var: Residual 9.12 8.66 8.94
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05

Table S11. Multilevel regression predicting stance update with match-id as random effect and interactions with match stance distance.
Similarity score, expected closeness, and experienced closeness
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
(Intercept) −0.70 −1.90∗∗ −1.18

(0.55) (0.62) (0.63)
Scaled Similarity Score −0.08

(0.11)
Scaled Similarity Score x Match Stance Distance 0.00

(0.01)
Experienced Closeness 0.21∗∗∗

(0.06)
Experienced Closeness x Match Stance Distance 0.02∗∗∗

(0.00)
Expected Closeness 0.09

(0.07)
Expected Closeness x Match Stance Distance 0.01∗∗∗

(0.00)
Match Stance Distance 0.04∗ −0.05∗ −0.03

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)
Gender: Male −0.18 −0.17 −0.17

(0.19) (0.19) (0.19)
Gender: Other 0.22 0.39 0.28

(2.17) (2.13) (2.16)
Income −0.00 −0.00 −0.00

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Social Media Use: Rare 0.70 0.66 0.66

(0.45) (0.44) (0.45)
Social Media Use: Somewhat Active 0.35 0.24 0.34

(0.42) (0.42) (0.42)
Social Media Use: Very Active 0.38 0.27 0.34

(0.45) (0.44) (0.45)
Match Believed Real 0.22 0.15 0.20

(0.24) (0.24) (0.24)
Party: Independent 0.31 0.41 0.38

(0.28) (0.27) (0.28)
Party: Democrat 0.54∗ 0.50 0.53∗

(0.27) (0.26) (0.26)
Initial Stance 0.02 −0.01 0.01

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)
Match Type: Against→ in Favor 1.05∗ 1.96∗∗∗ 1.24∗

(0.50) (0.53) (0.50)
Match Type: in Favor→ in Favor 1.13∗ 1.71∗∗ 1.32∗

(0.53) (0.54) (0.53)
Match Type: in Favor→ Against 0.15 0.48 0.22

(0.38) (0.38) (0.38)
AIC 5476.92 5435.34 5467.09
BIC 5571.41 5529.82 5561.58
Log Likelihood -2719.46 -2698.67 -2714.54
Num. obs. 1068 1067 1068
Num. groups: matchId 146 146 146
Var: matchId (Intercept) 0.29 0.43 0.34
Var: Residual 9.05 8.62 8.92
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05

Table S12. Multilevel regression predicting stance update with match-id as random effect and interactions with match stance distance.
Similarity score, expected closeness, and experienced closeness. Controls added.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
(Intercept) 0.66∗∗∗ −0.03 0.20 0.42∗∗

(0.15) (0.31) (0.39) (0.14)
Own Stance −0.00 0.03 0.03 0.07∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01)
Scaled Similarity Score −0.07

(0.14)
Scaled Similarity Score x Own Stance 0.00

(0.01)
Experienced Closeness 0.15∗∗

(0.06)
Experienced Closeness x Own Stance −0.01

(0.00)
Expected Closeness 0.09

(0.07)
Expected Closeness x Own Stance −0.01

(0.00)
Match Stance Distance 0.06∗∗∗

(0.01)
Match Stance Distance x Own Stance 0.00∗

(0.00)
AIC 5493.39 5485.78 5493.37 5455.61
BIC 5523.23 5515.62 5523.21 5485.45
Log Likelihood -2740.70 -2736.89 -2740.69 -2721.80
Num. obs. 1068 1067 1068 1068
Num. groups: matchId 146 146 146 146
Var: matchId (Intercept) 1.19 1.37 1.20 0.36
Var: Residual 9.02 8.89 8.99 9.03
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05

Table S13. Multilevel regression predicting stance update with match-id as random effect and interactions with own stance. Similarity score,
expected closeness, experienced closeness, and match stance distance. Own Stance is Initial Stance in other regression tables.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
(Intercept) −0.97 −2.15∗∗∗ −1.38∗ −0.66

(0.54) (0.63) (0.62) (0.54)
Own Stance −0.02 0.04 0.01 0.02

(0.01) (0.02) (0.03) (0.02)
Scaled Similarity Score −0.04

(0.12)
Scaled Similarity Score x Own Stance 0.00

(0.01)
Experienced Closeness 0.22∗∗∗

(0.07)
Experienced Closeness x Own Stance −0.01∗∗∗

(0.00)
Expected Closeness 0.09

(0.07)
Expected Closeness x Own Stance −0.01

(0.00)
Match Stance Distance 0.02

(0.02)
Match Stance Distance x Own Stance 0.00∗∗

(0.00)
Gender: Male −0.18 −0.14 −0.16 −0.16

(0.19) (0.19) (0.19) (0.19)
Gender: Other 0.24 0.32 0.24 0.08

(2.18) (2.16) (2.17) (2.16)
Income −0.00 −0.00 −0.00 −0.00

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Social Media Use: Rare 0.67 0.62 0.64 0.71

(0.45) (0.45) (0.45) (0.45)
Social Media Use: Somewhat Active 0.32 0.20 0.29 0.33

(0.42) (0.42) (0.42) (0.42)
Social Media Use: Very Active 0.34 0.24 0.30 0.36

(0.45) (0.45) (0.45) (0.45)
Match Believed Real 0.23 0.14 0.21 0.20

(0.24) (0.25) (0.25) (0.24)
Party: Independent 0.32 0.43 0.36 0.35

(0.28) (0.27) (0.28) (0.27)
Party: Democrat 0.52∗ 0.57∗ 0.54∗ 0.71∗∗

(0.27) (0.26) (0.27) (0.27)
Match Type: Against→ in Favor 1.82∗∗∗ 2.45∗∗∗ 1.83∗∗∗ 1.52∗∗

(0.35) (0.38) (0.35) (0.51)
Match Type: in Favor→ in Favor 1.89∗∗∗ 2.24∗∗∗ 1.90∗∗∗ 1.14∗

(0.40) (0.42) (0.40) (0.52)
Match Type: in Favor→ Against 0.13 0.40 0.13 0.20

(0.38) (0.38) (0.38) (0.38)
AIC 5476.33 5460.27 5476.53 5470.49
BIC 5570.83 5554.75 5571.03 5560.01
Log Likelihood -2719.17 -2711.14 -2719.27 -2717.24
Num. obs. 1068 1067 1068 1068
Num. groups: matchId 146 146 146 146
Var: matchId (Intercept) 0.29 0.38 0.30 0.30
Var: Residual 9.05 8.87 9.03 8.98
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05

Table S14. Multilevel regression predicting stance update with match-id as random effect and interactions with own stance. Similarity score,
expected closeness, experienced closeness, and match stance distance. Controls added. Own Stance is Initial Stance in other regression
tables.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
(Intercept) −0.46+ −0.84 −0.21 −0.47+

(0.25) (0.86) (0.79) (0.24)
Scaled Similarity Score −0.02

(0.26)
Match Type: Against→ in Favor 1.80∗∗∗ 0.02 −0.47 2.52∗∗∗

(0.35) (1.00) (1.09) (0.66)
Match Type: in Favor→ in Favor 1.81∗∗∗ −0.00 0.40 1.83∗∗∗

(0.31) (1.04) (0.97) (0.30)
Match Type: in Favor→ Against 0.05 1.83+ 1.47 0.08

(0.28) (0.95) (0.99) (0.44)
Scaled Similarity Score x Match Type: Against→ in Favor −0.02

(0.34)
Scaled Similarity Score x Match Type: in Favor→ in Favor 0.02

(0.31)
Scaled Similarity Score x Match Type: in Favor→ Against −0.08

(0.31)
Experienced Closeness 0.07

(0.15)
Experienced Closeness x Match Type: Against→ in Favor 0.53∗∗

(0.20)
Experienced Closeness x Match Type: in Favor→ in Favor 0.34+

(0.19)
Experienced Closeness x Match Type: in Favor→ Against −0.41∗

(0.18)
Expected Closeness −0.05

(0.16)
Expected Closeness x Match Type: Against→ in Favor 0.48∗

(0.22)
Expected Closeness x Match Type: in Favor→ in Favor 0.28

(0.19)
Expected Closeness x Match Type: in Favor→ Against −0.28

(0.19)
Match Stance Distance −0.02

(0.02)
Match Stance Distance x Match Type: Against→ in Favor −0.01

(0.04)
Match Stance Distance x Match Type: in Favor→ in Favor 0.08∗∗

(0.03)
Match Stance Distance x Match Type: in Favor→ Against 0.02

(0.03)
AIC 5441.95 5392.53 5426.10 5445.94
BIC 5491.69 5442.25 5475.83 5495.68
Log Likelihood -2710.98 -2686.26 -2703.05 -2712.97
Num. obs. 1068 1067 1068 1068
Num. groups: matchId 146 146 146 146
Var: matchId (Intercept) 0.31 0.47 0.38 0.25
Var: Residual 9.10 8.57 8.88 9.02
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05, +p < 0.1

Table S15. Multilevel regression predicting stance update with match-id as random effect and interactions with match type (4 categories).
Similarity score, expected closeness, experienced closeness, and match stance distance.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

(Intercept) −0.97 (0.54) −1.69 (0.97) −0.93 (0.92) −0.76 (0.54)
Scaled Similarity Score −0.02 (0.27)
Scaled Similarity Score x Match Type: Against→ in Favor −0.00 (0.35)
Scaled Similarity Score x Match Type: in Favor→ in Favor 0.01 (0.31)
Scaled Similarity Score x Match Type: in Favor→ Against −0.07 (0.31)
Experienced Closeness 0.11 (0.16)
Experienced Closeness x Match Type: Against→ in Favor 0.54 (0.20)∗∗

Experienced Closeness x Match Type: in Favor→ in Favor 0.33 (0.19)
Experienced Closeness x Match Type: in Favor→ Against −0.50 (0.18)∗∗

Expected Closeness −0.01 (0.16)
Expected Closeness x Match Type: Against→ in Favor 0.44 (0.22)∗

Expected Closeness x Match Type: in Favor→ in Favor 0.23 (0.19)
Expected Closeness x Match Type: in Favor→ Against −0.31 (0.20)
Match Stance Distance −0.01 (0.03)
Match Stance Distance x Match Type: Against→ in Favor −0.01 (0.04)
Match Stance Distance x Match Type: in Favor→ in Favor 0.08 (0.03)∗∗

Match Stance Distance x Match Type: in Favor→ Against 0.03 (0.03)
Match Type: Against→ in Favor 1.82 (0.35)∗∗∗ 0.08 (1.01) −0.26 (1.10) 2.26 (0.72)∗∗

Match Type: in Favor→ in Favor 1.89 (0.40)∗∗∗ 0.72 (1.07) 0.79 (1.03) 1.23 (0.52)∗

Match Type: in Favor→ Against 0.14 (0.38) 2.95 (1.04)∗∗ 1.81 (1.06) −0.08 (0.46)
Gender: Male −0.17 (0.19) −0.19 (0.19) −0.16 (0.19) −0.17 (0.19)
Gender: Other 0.24 (2.18) 0.97 (2.12) 0.22 (2.16) 0.19 (2.16)
Income −0.00 (0.00) −0.00 (0.00) −0.00 (0.00) −0.00 (0.00)
Social Media Use: Rare 0.66 (0.45) 0.66 (0.44) 0.62 (0.45) 0.67 (0.45)
Social Media Use: Somewhat Active 0.32 (0.42) 0.32 (0.41) 0.32 (0.42) 0.34 (0.42)
Social Media Use: Very Active 0.34 (0.45) 0.33 (0.44) 0.30 (0.45) 0.33 (0.45)
Match Believed Real 0.23 (0.24) 0.12 (0.24) 0.20 (0.24) 0.23 (0.24)
Party: Independent 0.32 (0.28) 0.39 (0.27) 0.37 (0.28) 0.34 (0.27)
Party: Democrat 0.53 (0.27)∗ 0.42 (0.26) 0.52 (0.27) 0.68 (0.27)∗

Initial Stance −0.02 (0.01) −0.04 (0.01)∗∗ −0.02 (0.01) 0.01 (0.02)
AIC 5471.08 5416.29 5455.67 5469.96
BIC 5570.55 5515.74 5555.14 5569.43
Log Likelihood -2715.54 -2688.14 -2707.83 -2714.98
Num. obs. 1068 1067 1068 1068
Num. groups: matchId 146 146 146 146
Var: matchId (Intercept) 0.33 0.52 0.41 0.26
Var: Residual 9.07 8.48 8.85 8.96
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05

Table S16. Multilevel regression predicting stance update with match-id as random effect and interactions with match type (4 categories).
Similarity score, expected closeness, experienced closeness, and match stance distance. Controls added.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
(Intercept) 0.51∗∗ 0.72∗ 0.88+ 0.51∗∗

(0.18) (0.34) (0.50) (0.17)
Scaled Similarity Score −0.13

(0.17)
Consistent Stance 0.26 −1.59∗∗ −0.97 0.23

(0.20) (0.59) (0.67) (0.20)
Scaled Similarity Score x Consistent Stance 0.13

(0.19)
Experienced Closeness −0.06

(0.07)
Experienced Closeness x Consistent Stance 0.36∗∗

(0.12)
Expected Closeness −0.08

(0.09)
Expected Closeness x Consistent Stance 0.25+

(0.13)
Match Stance Distance 0.02∗∗∗

(0.01)
Match Stance Distance x Consistent Stance 0.01

(0.01)
AIC 5478.44 5465.52 5477.00 5476.86
BIC 5508.28 5495.35 5506.84 5506.70
Log Likelihood -2733.22 -2726.76 -2732.50 -2732.43
Num. obs. 1068 1067 1068 1068
Num. groups: matchId 146 146 146 146
Var: matchId (Intercept) 1.10 1.14 1.08 0.69
Var: Residual 9.04 8.93 9.01 9.13
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05, +p < 0.1

Table S17. Multilevel regression predicting stance update with match-id as random effect and interactions with match type (2 categories).
Similarity score, expected closeness, experienced closeness, and match stance distance.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
(Intercept) 0.05 0.26 0.41 −0.26

(0.50) (0.57) (0.67) (0.49)
Scaled Similarity Score −0.11

(0.17)
Consistent Stance 0.24 −1.55∗∗ −1.00 0.06

(0.20) (0.60) (0.67) (0.20)
Scaled Similarity Score x Consistent Stance 0.12

(0.20)
Experienced Closeness −0.04

(0.08)
Experienced Closeness x Consistent Stance 0.35∗∗

(0.12)
Expected Closeness −0.07

(0.09)
Expected Closeness x Consistent Stance 0.25+

(0.13)
Match Stance Distance 0.07∗∗∗

(0.01)
Match Stance Distance x Consistent Stance 0.01

(0.01)
Gender: Male −0.18 −0.15 −0.18 −0.20

(0.20) (0.20) (0.20) (0.19)
Gender: Other 0.59 1.01 0.51 0.30

(2.21) (2.20) (2.20) (2.17)
Income −0.00 −0.00+ −0.00+ −0.00+

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Social Media Use: Rare 0.64 0.69 0.64 0.73

(0.45) (0.45) (0.45) (0.45)
Social Media Use: Somewhat Active 0.29 0.33 0.30 0.38

(0.43) (0.43) (0.43) (0.42)
Social Media Use: Very Active 0.37 0.38 0.34 0.43

(0.46) (0.45) (0.46) (0.45)
Match Believed Real 0.22 0.11 0.18 0.24

(0.25) (0.25) (0.25) (0.24)
Party: Independent 0.34 0.38 0.40 0.32

(0.28) (0.28) (0.28) (0.28)
Party: Democrat 0.56∗ 0.52+ 0.58∗ 0.56∗

(0.27) (0.27) (0.27) (0.27)
Initial Stance −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 0.06∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
AIC 5508.39 5495.34 5506.66 5474.38
BIC 5587.97 5574.90 5586.24 5553.95
Log Likelihood -2738.20 -2731.67 -2737.33 -2721.19
Num. obs. 1068 1067 1068 1068
Num. groups: matchId 146 146 146 146
Var: matchId (Intercept) 1.13 1.17 1.12 0.38
Var: Residual 9.01 8.90 8.98 9.02
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05, +p < 0.1

Table S18. Multilevel regression predicting stance update with match-id as random effect and interactions with match type (2 categories).
Similarity score, expected closeness, experienced closeness, and match stance distance. Controls added.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
(Intercept) 0.17 0.78∗ 1.09∗ 0.44+

(0.16) (0.38) (0.47) (0.24)
Scaled Similarity Score −0.13

(0.16)
Match Is More in Favor 0.93∗∗∗ −1.68∗∗ −1.93∗∗ 0.72∗

(0.21) (0.55) (0.67) (0.33)
Scaled Similarity Score x Match Is More in Favor 0.09

(0.20)
Experienced Closeness −0.12+

(0.07)
Experienced Closeness x Match Is More in Favor 0.55∗∗∗

(0.11)
Expected Closeness −0.19∗

(0.09)
Expected Closeness x Match Is More in Favor 0.59∗∗∗

(0.13)
Match Stance Distance 0.02

(0.01)
Match Stance Distance x Match Is More in Favor −0.02

(0.02)
AIC 5462.98 5433.25 5444.56 5471.04
BIC 5492.82 5463.08 5474.40 5500.88
Log Likelihood -2725.49 -2710.62 -2716.28 -2729.52
Num. obs. 1068 1067 1068 1068
Num. groups: matchId 146 146 146 146
Var: matchId (Intercept) 0.70 0.99 0.75 0.68
Var: Residual 9.10 8.71 8.89 9.10
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05, +p < 0.1

Table S19. Multilevel regression predicting stance update with match-id as random effect and interactions with directional stance. Similarity
score, expected closeness, experienced closeness, and match stance distance.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

(Intercept) −1.28∗ −0.47 −0.38 −1.03+

(0.54) (0.67) (0.68) (0.57)
Scaled Similarity Score −0.05

(0.14)
Match Is More In Favor 0.81∗∗ −2.78∗∗∗ −1.75∗ 0.73∗

(0.30) (0.73) (0.71) (0.33)
Scaled Similarity Score x Match Is More in Favor 0.01

(0.20)
Experienced Closeness −0.14+

(0.08)
Experienced Closeness x Match Is More in Favor 0.66∗∗∗

(0.12)
Expected Closeness −0.17∗

(0.09)
Expected Closeness x Match Is More in Favor 0.51∗∗∗

(0.13)
Match Stance Distance 0.03

(0.02)
Match Stance Distance x Match Is More in Favor −0.03

(0.03)
Gender: Male −0.18 −0.15 −0.17 −0.18

(0.19) (0.19) (0.19) (0.19)
Gender: Other 0.23 −0.10 0.40 0.17

(2.17) (2.14) (2.15) (2.17)
Income −0.00+ −0.00+ −0.00+ −0.00+

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Social Media Use: Rare 0.69 0.66 0.62 0.71

(0.45) (0.44) (0.44) (0.45)
Social Media Use: Somewhat Active 0.34 0.26 0.33 0.35

(0.42) (0.42) (0.42) (0.42)
Social Media Use: Very Active 0.38 0.28 0.35 0.39

(0.45) (0.44) (0.45) (0.45)
Match Believed Real 0.23 0.13 0.21 0.22

(0.24) (0.24) (0.24) (0.24)
Party: Independent 0.36 0.43 0.43 0.37

(0.28) (0.27) (0.27) (0.28)
Party: Democrat 0.54∗ 0.50+ 0.54∗ 0.60∗

(0.27) (0.26) (0.26) (0.27)
Initial Stance −0.00 −0.02 −0.00 0.01

(0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02)
Match Type: Against→ in Favor 1.42∗∗∗ 2.36∗∗∗ 1.48∗∗∗ 1.41∗∗

(0.37) (0.41) (0.37) (0.55)
Match Type: in Favor→ in Favor 1.53∗∗∗ 1.93∗∗∗ 1.55∗∗∗ 1.24∗

(0.42) (0.43) (0.42) (0.52)
Match Type: in Favor→ Against 0.21 0.34 0.26 0.35

(0.38) (0.38) (0.38) (0.40)
AIC 5461.34 5424.66 5447.14 5466.50
BIC 5555.84 5519.14 5541.64 5561.00
Log Likelihood -2711.67 -2693.33 -2704.57 -2714.25
Num. obs. 1068 1067 1068 1068
Num. groups: matchId 146 146 146 146
Var: matchId (Intercept) 0.26 0.42 0.31 0.29
Var: Residual 9.05 8.65 8.88 9.00
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05, +p < 0.1

Table S20. Multilevel regression predicting stance update with match-id as random effect and interactions with directional stance. Similarity
score, expected closeness, experienced closeness, and match stance distance. Controls added.
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F. Social Influence and Stance Update. Here we provide additional analyses to support and to extend the results reported in232

the main text, about polarization reduction and increase in support for redistribution.233

F.1. Positive Social Influence. Fig. S9B shows the scatter plot of stance update vs stance distance from the match. The sign of234

the stance distance indicates whether the match is more in favor (> 0) or more against (< 0) than the reference respondent.235

Quadrants II and IV contain data points from respondents who updated their stance to become more similar to their match’s236

stance. As the regression line passes close to the origin (0,0) and largely through those quadrants, this is evidence of positive237

social influence.238

We find a similar pattern if we disaggregate this analysis for respondents who are initially in favor, and initially against,239

redistribution (Fig. S9C). For the latter, the regression lines goes almost precisely through the origin, but for the former it240

is shifted back and it crosses the x-axis after passing through quadrant I. This might indicate the presence negative social241

influence or a backfire effect (14). However, this effect is limited, as that portion of the space is mainly occupied by respondents242

who are strongly in favor of redistribution and are matched with respondents who are less in favor—but still in favor—so it is243

mostly a reinforcement effect, as we show in the next subsections.244

Fig. S9. Informal political communication leads to positive social influence. A positive stance update indicates that a participant has become more in favor of redistribution
after the interaction, whereas a negative stance update indicates that a participant has become more against it; the match stance distance is computed as the difference
between the stance of the match and the stance of the participant: positive values indicate that the match is more in favor of redistribution than the participant is. A: Scatter plot
of stance update and distance from the stance of the match (stance ranges from -27 to +27, so the maximum stance distance for two persons at the antipodes for their views on
redistribution is equal to 54). B: Regression lines predicting stance update with the distance from the match stance for respondents in favor and against redistribution. Shaded
areas are 95% CI.

F.2. Polarization reduction: Diff-in-diff extended analysis. In Fig. 4C in the main text we showed the average diff-in-diff measure245

binned by stance distance from the match. We argued that there exists a distance for which polarization reduction is largest246

and that the the main reason for that lies in the composition of the type of interactions within that distance: i.e., mainly247

cross-stance interactions with fewer participants with strong views (see Tab. S21).248
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Bin Obs. Strong Views Same Stance Both
[0,5] 234 0.34 0.94 0.34

(5,10] 224 0.27 0.70 0.27
(10,15] 184 0.29 0.53 0.26

(15,20] 138 0.38 0.34 0.20
(20,25] 109 0.57 0.17 0.09
(25,30] 79 0.70 0.06 0.05
(30,55] 99 0.86 0.00 0.00

Table S21. Descriptive statistics for diff-in-diff bins. Shares of same-stance interactions and interactions with participants with strong views
in each stance distance bin. In bold the distance bin (15,20] for which polarization reduction is largest.

As shown in Fig. S10A, cross-stance interactions are generally more effective than same-stance interactions to reduce249

polarization at different bins. Hence, the peak at bin (15,20] in Fig.4C is mainly generated by cross-stance interactions, however250

for same-stance interactions this bin holds the second-largest reduction in polarization (albeit not significant). In Fig. S10B, we251

can observe at a more fine grained level what types of interactions lead to large reductions in polarization. As also reported in252

the main text, participants with mild views have the largest reductions: this is the case when the match is more in favor of253

the participant, that is mildly or strongly in favor for mildly against participants, and strongly in favor for mildly in favor254

participants (confirming the pro-redistribution bias reported in the main text). These types of interactions are expected to be255

found in the interval (15,20], but not exclusively.256

In Fig. 4C, the bin [0,5] is the only one in which the participants move further apart from the match, whereas in the all257

others the distance is either reduced or remains statistically unchanged. Our analysis reveals that in the distance bin [0,5] just258

6% of the interactions are cross stance, meaning that this distancing is likely to be a reinforcement effect. As a robustness259

check, we removed all the observations (9%) for which the diff-in-diff cannot be negative—initial stance distance equal to zero260

(same stance only obviously)—and repeated the analysis. We find that in the bin [0,5] the diff-in-diff remains positive but only261

marginally significant (p < 0.1), confirming qualitatively the reinforcement effect in the bin [0,5].262

Finally, the diff-in-diff measure does not capture “overshooting interactions,” that is those cases in which the stance update263

in the direction of the match is larger than the distance from the stance of the match itself. For instance, a participant with an264

initial stance of +5, matched with participant with stance +4, ending up with an updated stance of +2, will result in a positive265

diff-in-diff, even if the entire initial stance gap has been filled. In the entire dataset, only 2% of the interactions overshot (25266

cases), of which: 80% in the [0-5] bin, 16% in (5-10] bin, 4% in the (10-15] bin (just 1 obs); and of which: 92% are same-stance267

interactions, and the remaining 8% (2 obs) are one each in the 5-10 and 10-15 bins. To correct for this possible bias, we set the268

diff-in-diff for all overshot interactions to zero, and the results did not change qualitatively.269

In conclusion, same-stance interactions are less effective at reducing polarization, and at small distances they are even more270

likely lead to a reinforcement effect. Cross-stance interactions in general, and those at intermediate distances in particular, are271

the most effective at polarization reduction.272
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Fig. S10. Diff-in-diff extended analysis. Negative values indicate the distance from the match’s stance is reduced, positive values that it increased. A. Match type vs match
stance distance. B. Participant stance type vs match stance type. Outer boxes indicate the participant stance type, and inner columns the stance type of the match. Error bars
95% CI.
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F.3. Backfire Effect. An interaction is said to “backfire” if a respondent’s views towards redistribution become more extreme273

after it. However, not all interactions are eligible to generate a backfire effect. In fact, it is required that the match views are274

“sufficiently different” from the respondents’ views. How do we define different? We can set an absolute threshold and count all275

interactions with someone holding the opposite stance, i.e., a respondent who is in favor of redistribution interacting with276

someone who is against it and vice versa. In our sample, 49% of the interactions are between opposite stances, and about 25%277

of these lead to a backfire effect. However, backfires are unevenly distributed: for respondents who are initially against the rate278

is close to 18%, while for respondents who are initially in favor the rate is almost 30%.279

Computing the backfire effect with an absolute threshold does not take into account that two participants with opposite280

stances may in fact hold very similar views around the indifference point (i.e., close to zero, but one in the positive realm and281

the other one in the negative realm). Likewise, two participants holding the same stance but very far apart, may perceive each282

other as different (e.g., a participant strongly in favor and one with a stance just above zero). So, we also computed a relative283

backfire effect, measured as a function of the distance between two stance positions, for different distance thresholds.284

In Fig. S11A we report the share of all interactions with someone holding a more moderate or opposite stance that backfired285

(therefore leading to more extreme views in either direction), at every 5-units of stance distance. That is: the first column in286

the plot includes all eligible interactions, the second column all interactions with someone more than 5 stance-units away, the287

third column more than 10 stance-units away, and so on. The results are consistent with the absolute backfire levels (horizontal288

red lines), with some deviations for larger stance distances (however, the last columns contain few observations and might not289

be reliable).290

Finally, if we disaggregate by same-stance vs cross-stance interactions (Fig. S11B), we observe a stronger backfire effect291

within same-stance interactions. This indicates the presence of a reinforcement effect for someone holding stronger views292

interacting with someone with similar but more moderate views.293
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Fig. S11. Relative backfire effect for different distance thresholds. A. By initial stance. B. By initial stance (left and right) and match type (inner panels). X-axis indicates
the relative distance thresholds (i.e., stance distance must be strictly greater than threshold). Red horizontal lines display the absolute backfire effect levels.
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F.4. Consensus Gap. We ran multilevel logistic regressions to quantify how the feeling of closeness changes the probability of294

reducing the consensus gap (Tab. S22). To do so, we created a dummy variable equal to 1 if the stance distance between a295

respondent and his or her match became smaller after the interaction, or equal to 0 if the gap remained the same or increased.296

We did not preregister this analysis, however the coefficients for both closeness measures are strongly significant after297

controlling for the match type, which gives us confidence in the robustness of the regression results. We used the same controls298

that we preregistered for the rest of the analysis; however the logistic models did not converge when both stance and party299

affiliation were used as regressors, so we included only stance (results did not change including only party affiliation).300

Taking Model 4 from Tab. S22 as reference, one unit-increase in closeness increases the odds of reducing the consensus gap301

by about 16.3%. In terms of probabilities, we can insert the values in the following model:¶302

Pd = −2.23613 + 0.15089 ∗ C + 1.60719 ∗AF + 0.99379 ∗ FF + 1.06132 ∗ FA
and compute the probability ratio of two extreme values of closeness (1 and 7). Respectively, for the match types Against–303

Against, Against–In Favor, In Favor–Against, In Favor–In Favor, we get the following probability ratios: 1.13, 0.58, 0.80, 0.80.304

This means that on average, respondents who develop a strong feeling of closeness (value=7) are 82% more likely to converge305

towards the political views of their match, than those who do not develop closeness at all (value=1). Expressed in percentage306

points, this is an average increase of 19%.307

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8
(Intercept) −0.89∗∗∗ −1.30∗∗∗ −2.24∗∗∗ −2.17∗∗∗ −2.92∗∗∗ −2.96∗∗∗ −2.58∗∗∗ −2.60∗∗∗

(0.19) (0.25) (0.30) (0.31) (0.47) (0.48) (0.32) (0.32)
Experienced Closeness 0.07∗ 0.15∗∗∗ 0.13∗∗ 0.14∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04)
Expected Closeness 0.15∗∗ 0.15∗∗ 0.15∗∗ 0.16∗∗∗

(0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05)
Match Type: Against→ in Favor 1.61∗∗∗ 1.35∗∗∗ 1.60∗∗∗ 1.38∗∗∗ 1.61∗∗∗ 1.37∗∗∗

(0.27) (0.26) (0.27) (0.26) (0.27) (0.26)
Match Type: in Favor→ in Favor 0.99∗∗∗ 0.94∗∗∗ 2.02∗∗∗ 2.01∗∗∗ 1.99∗∗∗ 1.96∗∗∗

(0.23) (0.23) (0.30) (0.30) (0.30) (0.30)
Match Type: in Favor→ Against 1.06∗∗∗ 0.85∗∗∗ 2.04∗∗∗ 1.89∗∗∗ 2.02∗∗∗ 1.85∗∗∗

(0.23) (0.22) (0.30) (0.29) (0.30) (0.29)
Initial Stance −0.05∗∗∗ −0.05∗∗∗ −0.05∗∗∗ −0.05∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Gender: Male −0.24+ −0.24+

(0.14) (0.14)
Gender: Other 0.56 0.36

(1.46) (1.45)
Scaled Income 0.01 0.04

(0.07) (0.07)
Social Media Use: Rare 0.40 0.37

(0.35) (0.35)
Social Media Use: Somewhat Active 0.64+ 0.65+

(0.33) (0.33)
Social Media Use: Very Active 0.45 0.42

(0.35) (0.35)
Match Believed Real −0.03 −0.01

(0.18) (0.18)
AIC 1402.15 1397.23 1367.15 1371.91 1345.04 1346.46 1340.70 1343.10
BIC 1417.07 1412.15 1396.98 1401.75 1414.65 1416.09 1375.50 1377.92
Log Likelihood -698.07 -695.62 -677.57 -679.95 -658.52 -659.23 -663.35 -664.55
Num. obs. 1067 1068 1067 1068 1067 1068 1067 1068
Num. groups: matchId 146 146 146 146 146 146 146 146
Var: matchId (Intercept) 0.10 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05, +p < 0.1

Table S22. Multilevel logistic regression predicting a decrease in the consensus gap after the interaction with match-id as random effect.
Dummy 1=(consensus gap reduced) and 0=(not changed or increased).

F.5. Asymmetric Update Pro Redistribution. Result 1 in the main text argued that participants asymmetrically updated their views308

in favor of redistribution. Fig. S12 shows that the effect is larger for participant holding mild views (in favor or against309

redistribution); the effect is still there for participants strongly in favor of redistribution, while it disappears for those strongly310

against it. However, the sample size for strongly against participants is of 45 participants in each column, so the analysis for311

this stance category might be underpowered.312

¶ In this model, C is the level of closeness and AF, F F, F A are dummies for the type of match (omitted base level AA Against–Against)
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Fig. S12. Average stance update by stance category and the stance of the match (columns within boxes) Negative values indicate the support is reduced, while
positive values indicate the support is increased. Error bars 95% CI.
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F.6. Closeness Moderates Stance Update for Participants with Strong and Mild Views. The feeling of closeness moderates assimilation313

of political views for participants with both strong and mild views, however the effect is larger for participants with mild views314

(see Fig. S13).315
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Fig. S13. The feeling of closeness moderates assimilation of political views for participants with both strong and mild views. Regression slopes predicting stance
update after the political interaction using expected (dashed lines) and experienced (solid lines) closeness. Positive values indicate that the person has become more in favor of
redistribution. Shaded areas are 95% confidence intervals.

G. Feelings of Closeness and Similarity. In our regression analysis in Sec. E, the similarity index alone is not significant for316

predicting the stance update, while closeness is. This may appear surprising given its correlation with both measures of317

closeness (Fig. S14B). Therefore, here we perform additional exploratory analysis on the relationship between the similarity318

index and expected closeness for different levels of the similarity index.319

First, we looked at higher order polynomial regressions (Tab. S23). Albeit not significant, the square term for the scaled320

similarity index is negative, while its cube is positive, but smaller in size than the linear term (Model 2, and Model 3). This321

suggests a positive effect of similarity on expected closeness overall, but a larger effect when similarity increases from low to322

moderate, rather than from moderate to high.323

To further investigate this issue we performed regression discontinuity analysis with different cutoff thresholds. The goal is324

to detect jumps expected closeness, as similarity varies (Fig. S15). Visual inspection confirms the same intuition from the325

polynomial regressions, however, the coefficients in the regression tables S23 and S24 are not significant. Only Model 6 in Tab.326

S23 indicates a marginally significant (p < 0.1) negative effect for a level of scaled closeness larger than -1 (panel C in Fig. S15).327

Overall, visual inspections and regression results seem to indicate a stronger effect moving from low to moderate similarity.328

However, this result should be taken very carefully because of its limited statistical significance and because of the discrete329

nature of our treatment conditions (low vs high similarity; see Fig. S6), which may invalidate the assumptions for the regression330

discontinuity analysis—the density of points around a given threshold should not be highly dissimilar.331

Another potential issue is that high similarity scores may be perceived ad less credible. In fact, we found that high values of332

the similarity index are more likely to induce the respondents to believe that the match is fabricated by the experimenter, a333

belief which in turns reduces closeness (Tab. S25). However, this reduction is small, and perhaps a simpler explanation is that334

similarity alone is not enough to capture closeness, and that we feel close to people for different reasons.335
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Finally, our analysis does not exclude that a different version of the similarity index (e.g., with different feature weights)336

might turn out to be significant in predicting stance update, and we leave this avenue for future research.337

Fig. S14. Feelings of closeness and Similarity. A. Scatter plot expected vs experienced closeness. Number above the regression slope is the Pearson correlation. B.
Regression slope predicting expected and experienced closeness using the degree of similarity between match and respondent. Number above the regression lines is the
coefficient of the regression. Shaded areas and error bars are 95% CI.
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Fig. S15. Discontinuity Analysis: Similarity and Expected Closeness. In all scatter plots in this panel, scaled similarity in on the x-axis and expected closeness in on
the y-axis, and the discontinuity threshold is varied. A,B. Threshold 0; dropped observations outside of preregistered similarity intervals (B). C Threshold -1. D. Threshold
+1. E,F. Thresholds -1, 0, and +1 all in the same plot, dropped observations outside of preregistered similarity intervals (F ). G,H Only low similarity observations, dropped
observations outside preregistered low similarity interval (G). I,L. Only high similarity observations, dropped observations outside preregistered high similarity interval (L).
Notes: dots are jittered and may slightly vary their position from plot to plot; observations around the thresholds are dropped in some of the plots to make their density less
unequal; preregistered low and high similarity thresholds can be found in Sec. C.5 and in Fig. S6; colors have no special meaning and simply highlight observations before and
after a threshold cutoff; shaded areas and error bars are 95% CI.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 Model 9
(Intercept) 4.95∗∗∗ 5.03∗∗∗ 5.02∗∗∗ 5.10∗∗∗ 5.11∗∗∗ 5.02∗∗∗ 5.02∗∗∗ 4.95∗∗∗ 4.95∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.09) (0.09) (0.16) (0.17) (0.06) (0.06) (0.05) (0.05)
Scaled Sim. 0.50∗∗∗ 0.49∗∗∗ 0.34∗∗ 0.64∗∗∗ 0.66∗∗∗ 0.42∗∗∗ 0.41∗∗∗ 0.51∗∗∗ 0.50∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.04) (0.11) (0.15) (0.17) (0.06) (0.06) (0.05) (0.05)
Scaled Sim.2 −0.08 −0.06

(0.08) (0.08)
Scaled Sim.3 0.12

(0.08)
High Sim. −0.30 −0.27

(0.30) (0.35)
Scaled Sim.:High Sim. −0.05

(0.36)
Lowest Sim. −0.26+ 0.32

(0.14) (0.70)
Scaled Sim.:Lowest Sim. 0.47

(0.57)
Highest Sim. −0.02 −0.09

(0.13) (0.81)
Scaled Sim.:Highest Sim. 0.06

(0.68)
AIC 3734.89 3738.99 3742.05 3736.48 3738.68 3735.65 3736.24 3739.08 3739.99
BIC 3754.79 3763.86 3771.89 3761.35 3768.52 3760.52 3766.08 3763.95 3769.83
Log Likelihood -1863.45 -1864.49 -1865.03 -1863.24 -1863.34 -1862.82 -1862.12 -1864.54 -1864.00
Num. obs. 1068 1068 1068 1068 1068 1068 1068 1068 1068
Num. groups: matchId 146 146 146 146 146 146 146 146 146
Var: matchId (Intercept) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Var: Residual 1.91 1.91 1.90 1.91 1.91 1.90 1.90 1.91 1.91
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05, +p < 0.1

Table S23. Multilevel regression predicting expected closeness with match-id as random effect. Models 1-3 test polynomial terms of scaled
similarity; Models 4-9 test discontinuity effects with same and varying slope for various thresholds over all data. Lowest Sim. = Scaled Sim.
< 1; Highest Sim. = Scaled Sim. > 1.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6
(Intercept) 5.11∗∗∗ 4.89∗∗∗ 4.73∗∗∗ 4.84∗∗∗ 4.72∗∗∗ 4.48∗∗∗

(0.19) (0.23) (0.27) (0.28) (0.41) (0.63)
Scaled Sim. 0.66∗∗∗ 0.23 −0.01 0.60∗ 0.76 1.03

(0.19) (0.32) (0.38) (0.28) (0.47) (0.73)
Lowest Sim. −0.36 0.61

(0.23) (0.81)
Scaled Sim. :Lowest Sim. 0.90

(0.72)
Highest Sim. −0.08 0.38

(0.19) (0.96)
Scaled Sim. :Highest Sim. −0.47

(0.96)
AIC 1970.52 1971.08 1970.33 1753.04 1756.35 1756.37
BIC 1987.65 1992.50 1996.04 1770.14 1777.74 1782.03
Log Likelihood -981.26 -980.54 -979.17 -872.52 -873.18 -872.18
Num. obs. 536 536 536 532 532 532
Num. groups: matchId 58 58 58 117 117 117
Var: matchId (Intercept) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Var: Residual 2.27 2.26 2.26 1.55 1.55 1.55
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05, +p < 0.1

Table S24. Multilevel regression predicting expected closeness with match-id as random effect. Models 1-3 test discontinuity effects with
same and varying slope for low-similarity observations only, while Models 4-6 use high-similarity observations only. Lowest Sim. = Scaled
Sim. < 1; Highest Sim. = Scaled Sim. > 1.
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Believe Real (1) Believe Real (2) Expec. Cl. (3) Exper. Cl. (4)
(Intercept) 0.80∗∗∗ 1.43∗∗∗ 4.56∗∗∗ 4.01∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.09) (0.11) (0.13)
Scaled Similarity Score −0.02∗ −0.17∗

(0.01) (0.08)
Initial Stance 0.00∗ 0.01∗ 0.01∗∗ 0.00

(0.00) (0.01) (0.00) (0.00)
Match Believed Real 0.52∗∗∗ 0.77∗∗∗

(0.11) (0.14)
R2 0.01
Adj. R2 0.01
Num. obs. 1068 1068 1068 1067
RMSE 0.39
AIC 1012.29 3822.80 4243.66
BIC 1027.21 3847.67 4268.52
Log Likelihood -503.15 -1906.40 -2116.83
Deviance 1006.29
Num. groups: matchId 146 146
Var: matchId (Intercept) 0.19 0.06
Var: Residual 1.93 3.01
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05, +p < 0.1

Table S25. Match perceived as real, similarity, and experienced closeness. Model 1 and 2: linear (1) and logistic (2) regressions predicting
a binary variable equal to 1 if the respondent believed that the match was real and not fabricated by the experimenter (random effect model
failed to converge). Model 3 and 4: linear mixed models with match id as random effect predicting expected (3) and experienced (4) closeness
based on respondent perception of the match as real.

2. Essays’ Text Analysis338

In this section we report exploratory analysis about the essays’ texts. First, we evaluate their English quality and sentiment339

and check whether essays against and in favor of redistribution differ significantly on any of these dimensions. Second, we340

report about NLP (natural language processing) analysis highlighting the most important words used by essays in favor and341

against redistribution, as well as their topic extracted through Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). Finally, we measure the342

effect of essay characteristics on stance update, polarization reduction, and experienced closeness of participants.343

A. English Quality. We implemented this analysis in Node.JS using packages from the Words repository (https://github.com/344

words/).345

Readability Scores. We computed eight different scores (Flesh Kincaid Read Ease and Grade Level, Flesh, Auto Readability,346

Coleman Liau, SMOG Formula, SPACHE Formula, and Dale Chall) and we obtained a consistent picture across all of them.347

The median English level is "conversational" (Fig. S16A and B), and, although there is some variation in quality, this is evenly348

spread out for essays with different stances. Importantly, readers with different stances have been exposed to the same variation349

in quality of essay (Fig. S16C). Finally, the correlation across all readability indexes is very high, with only the Coleman-Liau350

index slightly behind (Fig. S16D).351

Word Counts. For each essay we counted the number of instances for each of the following categories: buzzwords (e.g.,352

“blockchain,” “brick-and-mortar,” “frictionless”), fillers (words that fill a space, such as eh, ah, okay, etc.), hedge words (words353

that pull us back from the edge, such as almost, nearly, somewhat, etc.), profanities (no examples), and weasels (words or354

expressions that confer authority, e.g., “there is evidence that”). As shown in Fig. S16E, and F the number of profanities355

and buzzwords is very limited, which indicates the civil yet spontaneous nature of the essays. The distribution of these word356

categories is similar across essays with different stance (Fig. S16F). Finally, correlation with essay quality for any such category357

is very low (Fig. S16D).358

B. Sentiment. We conducted sentiment analysis with multiple dictionaries from several packages of different programming359

languages to get a better picture. Precisely, we used: Vader in Python (15), SentimentAnalysis (https://www.rdocumentation.org/360

packages/SentimentAnalysis/) and TidyText in R (16).361

Results are mostly consistent, however some packages hightlighted a larger negative sentiment of essays against redistribution,362

while others did not. At the two extremes we find: SentimentAnalysis in R and TidyText R with the AFINN Dictionary363

(Fig. S17). Using bigrams and reversing the polarity of the sentiment of words preceded by a negation word (i.e., no, not,364

never, without) lead to similar results. Finally, there is an indication that essays strongly against redistribution have the most365

negative sentiment.366

C. NLP. We conducted all NLP analysis with TidyText in R (16).367
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Word Frequencies. We conducted NLP analysis with TidyText in R. The word frequencies for essays against and in favor of368

redistribution are highly correlated (ranging from 0.81 to 0.94, p < 0.001), even when disaggregated by stance type (Fig. S18).369

TF-IDF. We computed term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) scores to find out which words are the most370

important conditionally to the stance of an essay (Fig. S19). Results are consistent with the outcome of the focal survey (Sec.371

B): essays against redistribution use words such as “communist,” “theft,” “punish,” and “liberty” to highlight a focus on the372

individual; essays in favor of redistribution instead use words such as “healthcare,” “families,” “program,” and “rate” indicating373

a focus on collectives. A similar picture is painted by the network visualization in Fig. S20.374

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). LDA is an unsupervised learning method that let us probabilistically assign words to topics375

and topics to essays. LDA requires specifying the number of topics in advance, so we tested two (Against/In Favor), three376

(Against/Neutral/In Favor), and four (Strongly Against/Mildly Against/Mildly In Favor/Strongly In Favor) topics. Overall,377

there is a large overlap in the top words in each topic. For instance, “people,”, “wealth,” “money,” are always found in the top378

three or four most important words in all topics; “govermnent” is often completing the top four (Fig. S21). Overall, LDA379

largely fails to assign distinct topics to essays with different stance, suggesting that, in fact, all essays approach the topic of380

inequality and redistribution with a similar angle. After assigning to each essay the topic with the highest probability γ, we381

performed a series of Chi Square tests of independence for the proportions of topics in essays pro and against redistribution382

(2 classes) and for essays with given stance type (4 classes), both in the dataset of essays and in their actual assignment to383

participants in the experiment. The Chi Square tests were never significant, suggesting no strong association for any topic.384

However, we do find some deviations: in a classification with three topics, Strongly Against essays are more often associated385

with Topic 3, and in a classification with four topics, Topic 4 is associated with fewer essays, mostly Strongly in Favor.386

D. Impact on stance update, polarization reduction, and experienced closeness. We ran a number of linear mixed models387

with the essay as random effect predicting stance update, the absolute value of stance update, consensus gap update, and388

experienced closeness. Generally, we found null effects for all readability scores, word categories, and sentiment scores, and389

topics allocated via LDA with and without preregistered controls.390

For completeness, we report about three exceptions.391

• Using bigrams, the sentiment computed by the TidyText in R with the BING dictionary was found to reduce the stance392

update and the absolute value of the stance update (p < 0.05) only after controlling for match stance type (against/in393

favor).394

• The number of buzzwords was found to reduce the consensus gap (p < 0.05), but this result does not hold with controls.395

• In a LDA with four topics, Topic 4 was found to increase stance update (p < 0.05), but this result does not hold when396

controlling for the match type; when adding all preregistered controls Topic 3 becomes significant (p < 0.05).397

Given that the above-reported cases are the only inconsistent results of an otherwise coherent large battery of exploratory398

tests, and also given their small significance level, we discard them as random variations.399
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Fig. S16. Readability and other word-based statistics about essays.
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SentimentAnalysis R NEGATIVE Sentiment

TidyText R Dictionary AFINN

TidyText R Dictionary BING (Bigrams)

Fig. S17. Sentiment analysis essays.
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A BCorr=0.91*** Corr=0.91***
Includes numbers

H Corr=0.94***

Corr=0.87***

Corr=0.91***G

Corr=0.88***

F Corr=0.88***

Corr=0.81***C D E

Fig. S18. Word frequencies in essays. A, B Against and In favor essays, with and without numbers. C, D, E, F, G, H. Disaggregated by stance type (without numbers).
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Fig. S19. TF-IDF analysis for essays. A, B Monograms. C, D. Bigrams.
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A

B

Fig. S20. Words co-occurrence network visualization. A. Bigrams in essays. B. Pairwise correlation in corpus. Left hand-side essays Against, right hand-side essays in
Favor of redistribution.
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Fig. S21. LDA topic modeling for essays. Two topics: most important words (A) and words that most clearly belong to either topic (B). Three topics: most important words
(C). Four topics: most important words. (D)
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3. Survey Questions400

Here we report the text of all remaining survey questions not already presented before. Questions are reported in the order in401

which they have been asked to participants; each subsection below was displayed in a separate survey page. Text in square402

brackets report answers to multiple choice questions’; text in curly brackets provides additional information to the reader for403

specific questions.404

A. Non-Focal Survey.405

A.1. Your demographics..406

Q1. What is the initial of your first name? (If you do not have a first name, pick the initial of person you admire)407

Q2. What is your gender? [Male, Female, Other]408

Q3. Please name your gender? {If Q2=Other}409

Q4. Do you identify with any of the following races/ethnic groups? [White, African American, Latino, Asian, American410

Indian, Alaska Native, Native Hawaiian, Pacific Islander]411

Q5. What is the color of your eyes? [Brown, Blue, Green, Other]412

Q6. Please say the color of your eyes. (If more than one color, order alphabetically and unite with a dash) {If Q5=Other}413

Q7. Are you right or left handed? [Right, Left, Ambidextrous]414

Q8. What is your first language?415

Q9. Do you speak other languages? If Yes,list them here, otherwise leave empty. (if English is not your first language, list it first;416

if you speak more than one language, separate them with comma)417

Q10. When is your birthday? {Optional}418

Q11. You chose not provide your birthday. Please answers the following questions: What is your age group? [18-19, 20-29,419

30-39, 40-49, 50-59, 60-69, 70-79, 80+] {If Q10 is not answered}420

Q12. What is your zodiac sign? [Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius,421

Pisces] {If Q10 is not answered}422

A.2. Your spirituality..423

Q1. Do you believe in God? [Yes, No]424

A.3. Where you live and have lived..425

Q1. In which US state do you currently live?426

Q2. In which US city/town do you currently live? {Optional}427

Q3. What is your zip code? {Optional}428

Q4. Would you describe the area where you currently live as mostly rural or urban? [Rural, Sub or Ex-urban, Urban]429

Q5. Did you grow up in the US? [Yes, No]430

Q6. In which US state did you grow up? {If Q5=Yes; Checkbox available: Same as current state}431

Q7. In which US city/town did you grow up? {If Q5=Yes; Checkbox available: Same as current city}432

Q8. What is the zip code of the location where you grew up? {If Q5=Yes; Checkbox available: Same as current zip code}433

Q9. Would you describe the area where you grew up as mostly rural or urban? [Rural, Sub or Ex-urban, Urban] {If Q5=Yes;434

Checkbox available: Same as current area}435

Q10. Have your parents or grandparents immigrated to the US from a foreign country? [Parents, Grandparents, No] {If436

Q5=Yes}437

Q11. Please say the country or countries from which your parents or grandparents came from. {If Q10=Parents or438

Q10=Grandparents}439

Q12. In which foreign country did you grow up? (Type the full name of the foreign country in English) {If Q5=No}440

Q13. In which foreign city/town did you grow up? {If Q5=No}441

Q14. What is the post code of the foreign location where you grew up? {If Q5=No}442

Q15. Would you describe the area where you grew up as mostly rural or urban? [Rural, Sub or Ex-urban, Urban] {If Q5=No}443
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A.4. Family, friends, pets, and education..444

Q1. What is your civil status? [Married, Single, Separated, Divorced, Widowed, Cohabiting Not Married]445

Q2. Are your parents divorced? [Yes, No, They never married, I dont́ know them]446

Q3. How many children do you have? [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10+]447

Q4. How many brothers and sisters do you have? [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10+]448

Q5. Do you have a pet or companion animal? [Cat, Dog, Fish, Reptile, Bird, Rodent, Other, None]449

Q6. Please say what other pet animal/s you have. {If Q5=Other}450

Q7. Have you served in the military? [Yes, No]451

Q8. In which military branch were/are you? [Army, Air Force, Navy, Marine Corps, Coast Guard] {If Q7=Yes}452

Q9. What is your highest education level? [None, Elementary, High-School, College, Grad School]453

Q10. Where did you go to college? (type the full name of the college, not the abbreviation) {If Q9=College or Q9=Grad School}454

Q11. Do you have any gay, bisexual or transgender friends? [Yes, No]455

Q12. In your day-to-day life, do you look after an elderly, sick, or disabled person? [Yes, No]456

Q13. Have you experienced the loss of a significant person in your life? [Yes, No]457

A.5. Job and finances..458

Q1. What is your employment status? [Unemployed, Self-employed, Employed, Retired]459

Q2. Do you own a house or an apartment? [Yes, No]460

Q3. Do you own a car? [Yes, No]461

Q4. What number come closest to your yearly income? (in thousands of dollars) [0, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 ,462

120, 140, 160, 180, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500, 500+]463

Q5. Do you have a student debt? [“Yes, and it is large”, “Yes, but it is manageable”, “No, I have paid it off”, “No, I never464

had it”]465

Q6. To which social class do you feel you belong?466

(If unsure, make your best guess)467

Q6.1. Now [Bottom, Lower, Lower-Middle, Middle, Upper-Middle, Upper, Elite]468

Q6.2. As a child [Bottom, Lower, Lower-Middle, Middle, Upper-Middle, Upper, Elite]469

Q6.3. In the Future [Bottom, Lower, Lower-Middle, Middle, Upper-Middle, Upper, Elite]470

A.6. Your personality..471

Q1. What is more important to you? [Work, Play]472

Q2. How energetic are you? [Hyperactive, Active, Occasionally active, Sedentary]473

Q3. Do you enjoy taking part in competitive activities? [Yes, No]474

Q4. Do you consider yourself a perfectionist? [Yes, No]475

Q5. Are you patient? [Yes, No]476

Q6. Would your friends or family members describe you as messy? [“Yes, really messy”, “Yes, a bit”, “No”]477

Q7. Is taking care of your body important for you? [Yes, No]478

Q8. What describes you better? [Confrontational, Non-confrontational]479

A.7. Two extra questions about your personality..480

Q1. Of the following, what fascinates you more? [Stars and galaxies, Technological progress, Ancient civilizations, Nature and481

wildlife]482

Q2. Do you sometimes wish that fantastic creatures were real? (fairies, gnomes, trolls, ghosts, etc.) [Yes, No]483
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A.8. Your typical behavior in situated contexts..484

Q1. How many times do you typically hit the snooze button before getting up? [“Zero, I get up immediately”, “One or two”,485

“Three or more”, “I do not use an alarm clock”]486

Q2. Have you ever taken free furniture that somebody left at the side of the street? [Yes, No]487

Q3. Is it easy for you to throw or give away things that you do not really use anymore? [Yes, No]488

Q4. Have you ever stolen a glass from a bar? [Yes, No, Not appropriate to ask]489

Q5. If you dislike food in a restaurant do you usually send it back? [Yes, No]490

Q6. Have you ever “regifted” a gift that you did not like? [Yes, No]491

Q7. Do you use profane language? [Never, Occasionally, Often, Regularly]492

Q8. How often do you read the horoscope? [Daily, Weekly, Occasionally, Never]493

A.9. Things you like: color, food and travels..494

Q1. What is your favorite color? [Red, Green, Blue, Yellow, Brown, Gray, Purple, Orange, White, Black, Pink, Other]495

Q2. Please say which other color is your favorite. {If Q1=Other}496

Q3. What is your favorite food? [Mexican, Italian, Indian, Cajun, Thai, Greek, Chinese, Mediterranean, Japanese, French,497

American, Spanish, German, Korean, Vietnamese, Turkish, Other, None]498

Q4. Please say what other type of food is your favorite. {If Q3=Other}499

Q5. How spicy do you like your spicy food? [“I dont́ like spicy food”, “Spicy, but not too much”, “Hot”, “Extremely Hot”]500

Q6. Are you vegetarian or vegan? [Yes, No]501

Q7. How many foreign countries have you visited? [Zero, Between 1 and 2, Between 3 and 5, Between 6 and 10, More than 10]502

Q8. Imagine you just won a free vacation in a foreign country of your choice. Which one would you pick? (Type the full name503

of the foreign country in English)504

A.10. Things you do..505

Q1. Do you spend time on social media? [I am a very active user, I am a somewhat active user, I rarely use them, I never use506

them]507

Q2. How much effort do you devote for your appearance? (follow the latest fashion trends, spend time searching for clothes and508

accessories, use personal care products, etc.) [A lot, Moderate, Not much]509

Q3. Do you smoke? [“Yes”, “Yes, socially”, “No”, “No, I quit it”]510

Q4. Do you play sports? [Football, Baseball, Basketball, Volleyball, Tennis, Hockey, Cricket, Soccer, Field Hockey, Cycling,511

Track and Field, Table Tennis, Running, Martial Arts, Climbing, Skiing, Yoga, Swimming, Fishing, Other, None] {Up to512

three items may be selected}513

Q5. Please say what other sport you play. {If Q4=Other}514

Q6. Do you like to go to museums? [“Yes, I love it”, “Yes, sometimes”, “No”]515

Q7. Do you like to go to dance? [“Yes, I love it”, “Yes, sometimes”, “No”]516
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A.11. Your hobbies and free time..517

Q1. Do you like to listen to music? [Yes, No]518

Q2. What musical genre/s do you like the most? [Blues, Classical, Country, Rock, Hip-Hop, Latin, Pop, Religious, Funk,519

R&B, Rap, Electronic, Folk, Jazz, New Age, Reggae, Other, None] {If Q1=Yes; up to three items may be selected}520

Q3. Please say what other musical genre you like. {If Q2=Other}521

Q4. Who is your favorite music artist? (composer, singer, DJ, band, etc.) {If Q1=Yes}522

Q5. Do you enjoy watching movies? [Yes, No]523

Q6. What movie genre/s do you like the most? [Action, Adventure, Comedy, Crime, Drama,Fantasy, Historical, Horror,524

Mystery, Political, Romance, SciFi, Thriller, War, Western, Surreal, Other, None] {If Q5=Yes; up to three items may be525

selected}526

Q7. Please say what other movie genre you like. {If Q6=Other}527

Q8. What is the title of your favorite movie? {If Q5=Other}528

Q9. Who is your favorite actor/actress? (Please type the full name) {If Q5=Other}529

Q10. Are you a sport fan? [Yes, No]530

Q11. What sport do you really love to follow? [Golf, Football, Baseball, Basketball, Volleyball, Tennis, Hockey, Cricket, Soccer,531

Field Hockey, Nascar, F1, Cycling, Darts, Snooker, Boxing, Other, None] {If Q10=Other}532

Q12. Please say what other sport do you really love to follow. {If Q11=Other}533

Q13. What is your favorite team? (Or sportsman/woman for individual sports. Type the full name to avoid ambiguity.) {If534

Q10=Other}535

Q14. Do you watch TV shows? [Yes, No]536

Q15. Which TV shows do you like to watch? {If Q14=Other}537

Q16. Do you enjoy reading books? [Yes, No]538

Q17. What books or authors are your favorites? {If Q16=Other}539

Q18. Do you follow any Web channel? (Examples are: YouTube channels or podcasts.) [Yes, No]540

Q19. Which web channels do you follow? {If Q18=Other}541

Q20. Do you play video games? [Yes, No]542

Q21. What are the names of your favorite video games? {If Q20=Other}543

Q22. Do you perform creative activities? (Examples: play an instrument, paint, sing, etc.) [Yes, No]544

Q23. What creative activities do you do? {If Q22=Other}545

Q24. Is there anything that you really like that we have missed? Please let us know.546

A.12. Something Special About You That You Would Like to Share.547

Q1. If you feel like, you could tell us a quirk or interesting fact about you.548

549

Examples are: something funny or unusual that has happened to you, something you have accomplished that made you550

proud, something that changed your life, or how you changed the life of somebody else.551

552

Do not report about criminal or illegal activities, but pick an experience or a fact that you would be comfortable to share553

with others. {Optional}554
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B. Focal Survey. You just completed Part 1.555

Part 2 about your political orientation and perception of inequality begins now.556

B.1. Your political orientation.557

Q1. On a scale from 1 to 7, where 1 means “not at all” and 7 means “very closely,” how closely do you follow US politics? [0,558

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]559

Q2. On a scale from 1 to 7, where 1 means “strong Democrat” and 7 means “strong Republican,” where do you position560

yourself? [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]561

Q3. On a scale from 1 to 7, where 1 means “very liberal” and 7 means “very conservative,” where do you position yourself?562

[0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]563

Q4. Which candidate did you support in the 2016 election? [Hillary Clinton, Donald Trump, Other, None]564

Q5. Please say the name of the other candidate that supported in the 2016 election. {If Q4=Other}565

B.2. Your perception of socio-economic inequality in the US.566

Q1. Do you think inequality is a serious problem in America? [Not a problem at all, A small problem, A problem, A serious567

problem, A very serious problem]568

Q2. Express your agreement on a scale from 1 to 7, where 1 means complete disagreement and 7 complete agreement, with569

the following statements.570

Socio-economic inequality in the US is mainly caused by:571

- Personal Factors:572

Q2.1 Some people are more talented. [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]573

Q2.2 Some people work harder. [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]574

Q2.3 Some people prefer easier, low-paying jobs. [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]575

- Economic Factors:576

Q2.4 Globalization has squeezed the salary of lower-income families. [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]577

Q2.5 Technological change has raised the salary of highly-educated workers. [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]578

Q2.6 Salaries of people working in financial sector are driving inequality. [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]579

- Political Factors:580

Q2.7 Interests lobbies in Washington. [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]581

Q2.8 Discrimination against some minorities. [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]582

Q2.9 Restricted access to high-quality education. [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]583

Q2.10 ’Social policies in favor of workers and unions have been removed by politicians. [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]584

Luck:585

Q2.11 Family one is born into. [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]586

Q2.12 Other external events. [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]587
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C. Post-interaction Survey.588

C.1. You and Your Match.589

Q1. On a scale from 1 to 7, where 1 means “not connected at all” and 7 means “very connected,” how much of a connection590

did you feel with your match? [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]591

C.2. About Your Match.592

Q1. On a scale from 1 to 7, where 1 means “very liberal” and 7 means “very conservative,” where do you imagine your match593

to be? [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]594

Q2. On a scale from 1 to 7, where 1 means “strongly against” and 7 means “strongly in favor” of redistribution by the595

government, where do you imagine your match to be? [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]596

C.3. About Your Match.597

Q1. Your match was a real participant from a previous session. We do not use deception in our experiments. When we said598

that you will be reading a text from a real participant in one of our past studies, we meant it literally. Please let us know599

if you did not believe that your match was a real person. (We need your honest answer, in no way this choice will affect your600

payoff) [“Yes, I believed it”, “No, I thought it was made up”]601

4. Attributions602

Fig. 1 in the main text includes the following images (square brackets as [row;column]):603

Top Left Quadrant: Low/High.604

• “Babies baby changing diaper newborn” by Dumitriu Robert is licensed under CC BY 4.0. [1;1/2;1]605

• “Tragedy mascara the application” by Icons8 is licensed under CC BY 4.0. [1;2]606

• “Gardening tool agriculture farming rake shovel” by icon-icons is licensed under Icon-Icons free license. [1;3]607

• “Guitar” by Icons8 is licensed under CC BY 4.0. [1;4]608

• “Mountain biking sport montañ” by Icons8 is licensed under CC BY 4.0. [1;5]609

• “Comedy face” by Icons8 is licensed under CC BY 4.0. [2;2]610

• “Keyboard” by Icons8 is licensed under CC BY 4.0. [2;3]611

• Headphones by Webalys is free for commercial use. [2;4]612

• “Car” by Selman Design is licensed under CC BY 4.0. [2;5]613

Top Right Quadrant: High/High.614

• “College” by SJJB is free for commercial use. [1;1/2;1]615

• “Basketball net backboard” by Neuicons is licensed under MIT License. [1;2/2;2]616

• “Rugby sport” by Neuicons is licensed under MIT License. [1;3/2;3]617

• “Tennis sport” by Icons8 is licensed under CC BY 4.0. [1;4/2;4]618

• “Fish animal” by Icons8 is licensed under CC BY 4.0. [1;5]619

• “Dog side” by Community is licensed under Apache 2.0. [2;5]620

Bottom Left Quadrant: Low/Low.621

• Movie symbol of video camera by Catalin Fertu is licensed under CC BY 4.0.. [1;1]622

• “Gaming tool” by Amit Jakhu is licensed under CC BY 4.0. [1;2]623

• “Sport soccer” by DiemenDesign is licensed under MIT License. [1;3]624

• “Burger drink fast fastfood food hamburger soft” by KonKapp is free for commercial use. [1;4]625

• “Beach holiday vacations sun tree sea landscape” by Fajar Sullivan is licensed under CC BY 4.0. [1;5]626

• “Dancing” by EasyIcon is licensed under CC Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 Int. [2;1]627

• Public museum sign by Scott de Jonge is licensed under CC BY 4.0. [2;3]628

• Bowl food health healthy salad vegetable by Daniel Rodriguez is licensed under CC BY 4.0. [2;4]629

• “Adventure mountain mountains nature” by Yasir Masood is licensed under CC BY 4.0. [2;5]630

Bottom Right Quadrant: High/Low.631

• “Airplane take off board transportation” by Becris is licensed under CC BY 4.0. [1;1/2;1]632

• Noodle food bowl chopsticks ramen by Becris is licensed under CC BY 4.0. [1;2/2;2]633

• “Cat animal” by Patagoniacoach is licensed under CC BY 4.0. [1;3/2;3]634

• “Hiking” by Icons8 is licensed under CC BY 4.0. [1;4/2;4]635

• “Droid rd robot star wars” by Fidel Castro is free for commercial use. [1;5]636

• “Scifi starwars darth” by DiemenDesign is licensed under MIT License [2;5]637
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